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Some of planktons have a fine str・uctureand a lorica with the scale， but the 
studies on them by Electron Microscope are rather few， the only studies 1 know in 
]apan being those on Diatoms by OKUNO (1944-1954)， and others on the lower 
forms of plant life by K. HARRIS and D. E. BRADLEY (1956， 1957). 
1 explain the results of my observaton on the fine structure and the number of 
Iiving organisms in fresh-water in Yamagata prefecture by Electron Microscope. 
Material ancl Methocl 
The data of col1ectioning of water are shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Data of Collectioning of Wat巴r
Lakes Date Quantity collection 。fwater 
Ditch of Tsuruoka Parl王 May 1954-Apr. 1955 o (m) 1 (L) 
Paddy field at Tsuruoka four times in month 0.5 
Sakazuki-ko Aug. 1st， 1957 。 1 
Dokko-numa (Zao Region) 。 1 
Katakai-numa Aug. 2nd， 1957 。 0.5 
Arasawa-dam June 20th， 1956 O 1 
(Tsuruoka district) 25 0.5 
Sep. 4th， 1956 5 1 
Masubuchi-numa July 26th， 1956 。 1 (Tsuruoka district) 
The water sample is concentrated to 10cc， and O.lcc of the concentrated water 
was mounted on three meshes， and then they were dried by Acme Infrared Oven. 
The sample on the mesh was observed at the magnification of from 3，000 to 6，000 
and sometimes at 10，000 by Electron Microscope. At the same time， the sample is 
examined also by Optical Microscope， and then the number of plankton is ca1culated 
into the number of microplankton in 1 cc of water. Some of planktons were observed 
by the method of shadowing by alminium and other samples were observed by the 
dark field. Size of microplankton was measured by the photograph. 
* Contributions from th巴Laboratoryof Applied Zoology， Faculty of Agriculture， Yamagata 




The distribution and nurnber of rnicroplankton are shown in Tables 2 and 3. 
The nurnbers of the collected species is 41 in total， narnely genus 1I1allomonas 17 
species， genus Synum 4 sp巴ci田， Diatorns 4 species， and Micro-plankton 16 speci白.
Genus Jlallomonas 1 observed 17 kinds of scales. The scale is ellipsoidal， 
oval， or rhombic in shape， and has many micropore al over. The form of the 
scale of Mallomonas sp. No. 5 (Plate l， Fig. 9) is different at portion of the body， 
namely the form of the scale of anterior potion of the body is ellipsoidal as is 
shown in Fig. 11， 12， but at posterior portion is smaller and one side of the scale is 
elongate as is shown in Fig. 13. But the fine structure of scale scarcely different. 
Some or al scales of anterior portion of the body have a single solid spine. 
And these scales have a chamber at front edge， and the basal end of the spine 
inserts into the chambe1'， and the fo1'm of basal end of the spine is cuneiform with 
one triangular sting. The spine has one 01' several stings at one side from central 
po1'tion to apical end. And also there is the partition with many micropo1'es smalle1' 
than those which a1'e al ove1' the scale between the chambe1' and the plate as is 
shown in Plate X， Fig. 90. 
1n many species， the form of the spine seems to be triangular in cross section， 
and the spine of ]J1aloηwnas sp. No. 2 seems to be angular cilindorical by making 
use of the method of the dark field. The number of the spine of Mallomonas sp. 
No.2 is 14， and these are two kinds of spines， namely long spine and short spine， 
and the numbe1' of both spines is each seven as is shown in Plate 1， Fig. 2. A long 
spine ，has one sting at apical end， the length of the spine is about 22p.， but a sho1't 
spine has two 01' six stings， the length of the spine is about 10μ. The length of the 
sting is about 0.5μ. 
The cel is incirc1ed by many scales， but it seems to be flat slightly. The number 
of the scale of one cel of each species is about 100 in Mallomonωsp. No. 2， 
Mallomonas sp. No. 4 is from 40 to 80， 1I1allomonas sp. No. 5 is about 160， and 
Mαllomol1αs sp. No. 1 ismore than these other species. 
The substances of Plate VlI and 珊， Fig. 57， 58， 59， 60， 61， 62， 63， 64， 65， 66 may 
be seen scales of Mallomon日s.But Fig. 57 seems to be rather the statospore. . The 
fine structure of these scales is abundant of variation， especially that of Fig. 58 
and Fig. 63 is complex. On the 1'eason that the fine st1'ucture of scale of Mallomonas 
is different according to species， each of these 
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'l'able 2. Distribution of Micro-plankton 
Ditch of ~.. 1 ~. _.. ~ .• YT.. • I A • .1;自Z:?プアu叩叫10Odlh:悶2苛rfアYI悶主宅r5「ア?a回刷凶z加刷州u叫l
* * 1，2 4時 4キ * 4時 9争 3，4 4キ 5，6 
* 97-，8 13
* * * * 14 長 15 
* * 16 長 4時 vl 58 
* 59 
* * 60 +千 61 
* 62 * 63 
* 四 649千 65 
* 66 
9守 IV 25 
.: 26 
4キ 守争 * 29-32 
* 33-36 
* * * m 17-24 
* 4時 * * V 37-39 4時 40-41 
後 * * * 42 * * 持 4時 * 43-46 * VI 47 4昨 48 
* 49 * 50 
* 者 51 9千 * 52 
* Vl! 67 * 68-69 
* 70-71 * IX 72 4キ 73 
* * VI 53 
* 54 * * * vl 55 9時 56 
Table 3. A quantity of pJankton 
Figures indicate a percentage of the number of plankton on the surfac氾 inthe Jakes. 
1 Sakazuki 1 ~.. _ Katakai 1 Arasawa Masubuchi Lakes ~1~~~u fJ un..L Dokko-num.a /...L~ |-1m -_....---_...- -num直 -dam -numa 
¥Daぬ I-f I1ITR ..n，..， I . 11mT "r..-，..， 
species¥ I 1/澗 1957I 2/凋 1957 I 20/官邸6 26/Vl 1956 
Mallom01叩$ sp. No. 11 1.8 
No. 2 1 0.5 5 26 1.1 
No. 51 1 
No. 61 0.2 
No. 81 9 
N~ 91 ~6 
り糊官 sp. No. 3/ 98 
Microplankton sp. No. 1/ 0.6 
No. 21 0.03 0.8 1.2 36.2 
No. 3 1 + 1.07 1 
No. 41 26 1.3 14.7 
No. 51 0.02 84 32 
N~MI M M 
Diatoms sp. No. 3 1 0.8 1.1 
other Phytoplar蜘 on 2 94 36 6.6 14 
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Table 4. Size of l/{allomonas sp. No. 2 and .lIIallomonas sp. No. 5 
in Lake Sakazuki-ko and Lake Dokko-numa. 
Longer diametre SI 
of the body (μ) Species 
;:'loner日lanleu巴 LEngth of lo(μn ) g Length of short 
of the body (μ) spme spme (μ) 
8.0 20.9 9.4 
8.6 22.1 8.57 
9.1 24.7 8.8 
8.1 15.3 ， 9.3 
10.7 19.7 12.5 
5.8 16.6 
4.8 
9.0 20.8 9.6 
.lIlal. sp. No. 2 









plate is about 4μ， a shorter diametre is about 3μ. 
The tubular process sticks to the plate with the 
angle of about 400， and a length of the tubular 
proc田sis 1μto 3μ. And there was observed 
four smal1 stings at apical portion of the tubular 
proc邸sof 8ymwαsp. No. 1. It seems that the 
fine structure of oval plate is different according 
to species， being c1assified into four species. (Plate 
IV， Fig. 25-36). 
Cel1 of Sp. No. 4 isincirc1ed by many scales 
as is shown in Fig. 34， and the tubular proc邸S
starts out toward the outer side. When the scale 
was formed from colony， the oval plate is smal1 
and long-e1lipsoidal in shape， with no tubular pro-
cess at fierst seen， but gradual1y the long-e1lipsoidal 
plate becomes into ovoid， and the tubular proc白S
begins to show itself and grow elongate. The 
characteristic fine structure， however， can be seen 
distinctly during the period of transformation of 
the scale as is shown in Fig. 33-36. 
Synum sp. No. 3 was col1ected many numbers 
at surface of Lake Sakazuki-ko， and the number of 
Table 5. Siz巴ofthe Scale of .lIla!lo-
問削UlSsp. No. 1 intbe Ditch. 


















Table 6. Size of the Scale of Genus S抑制'ain the Ditch of Tsuruoka Park and 
Lake Sakazuki-ko. 
a : Size of Symt1'l.l sp. No. 1 inthe Ditch of Tsuruoka Park. 
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b : Size of Syn1tra Sp. No. 2 in the Ditch of Tsutuoka: Park. 
』 、Lengthof s<;a!e Longer diamet~e ， of Shorter diametre of 
(μpla匂似 plateμ)
4，3 2，7 1.8 
5.0 3.17 2，26 
3，26 2，3 
5，03 3，3 2，7 
5，6 3，7 2，63 
7.6 4，55 3.17 
7，3 4.6 3，3 
8，24 4.83 3.33 
c : Size of S:抑制'asp. No. 3 in Lake Sakazuki-ko. 
Length of scale Longer diametre of Shorter diametre of 








































this sp巴cieswas 98% in the total plankton in this lake (Table 3). 
Size of the scale of this genus is shown in Table 6. 

























Micoplankton : Microplankton sp. No. 1 (P1. m， Fig. 17-24). This species has 
many differences at the size and at the structure like a rib on the ellipsoidal plate. 
A 
B 
a h c 
Fig. 1. Fine structure of Microplankton sp. No， 1 
a : dorsal view， b: side view : cross section， c: ventral view 
A : anterior porton， B: posterior portion， Cb: Central broad ridge 
Cr， r : central radial ridge， Ch: chamber， 0: oral pore 
Mp : micro pore， Dp: dorsal pore， Pd: posterior dorsal plate 
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The form of this species is ellipsoidal， with a longer diametre from 2μto 5μ， and 
a shoter diametre about 1.5μAccording to my observations on the Alminium 
shadowed sample by electron microscope， the fine structure is shown in Fig. 1， and 
t国 thicknessof the plate is about 1/50μ. It seems that this species has a p~otoplast 
in the fusiform and flat chamber at the center of the plate as is shown in Fig. 1. 
The individuals which have not the riblike structure were collected al the year 
round in the ditch of Tsuruoka Park，自peciallyduring the period from winter to 
early summer when the maximum occurrence was observed， but those which are 
complete of the riblike structure were collected in summer only. The latter is the 
dominant species in total plankton in this ditch throughout the year except in the 
months of July and August (Table 7， Fig. 5). 
Sometimes， this sp巴ciesmay unite into colony， but it was observed only in Feb. 




May 11th 1954 14 
May 21st 8 
June 21st 6 
July 18th 4 
August 16th 2 
Longer diametre 





































Shorter diaIndre AB/:A a half length of 
shorter diametre 
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Fresh-water by Electron Microscope ( 1 )一一TAKAHASHI
B/A 
Number of Longer diametre Shorter diameむe A : a haJf length of shorter diame仕eDate measured of the scaJe of the scale B : length of central 
individuals radial ridge 
(μ) I (tr = traces) 
August 23rd 6 3.5 2.32 1 
3.95 2.02 1 
4.05 ~.02 1 
4.2 1.77 1 
4.37 2.56 4/5  4.5 2.38 
September 6th 6 2.6 1.5 






October 8th 2 2.11 1.08 
2.22 1.1 
November 6th 2 3.06 2.09 3/43~/4 1/3 3.78 2.3 
December 1st 9 1.4 0.72 1/2 
2.86 2.06 tr 
2.9 2.06 21/3  2.94 2.13 
3.26 1.66 。
3.43 2.06 
23I1J舟/3 2 53.47 1.95 3.48 1.54 
3.66 1.88 
2.97 1.87 。Feb. 3rd 1955 5 2.97 2.09 1/4 
3.26 2.17 1/3 
3.3 1.94 。
3.34 2.0 1/3 
Februarγ 19th 10 2.64 2.03 1/3~1/5 2.84 1.9 1/2 
3.06 1.53 
3.18 2.0 1/5 33.22 2.02 
3.23 1.7 O 
3.23 2.03 tr 
3.35 1.93 tr 



















































in the Ditch. Size of this species is shown in Table 7 and Fig. 2， and the value of 
B/ A (B is a length of the ridge of riblike structure. A is a half length of shorter 
diametre of the plate) is shown in Fig. 3. 
















0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 U 
Longer diametre 
μ 
Fig. 2. Monthly variation of length of 
longer diametre of Microplankton sp. 
No. 1 inthe Ditch of Tsuruoka Park. 
5.5μand 1.4μ， and the minimum length is 
3.35μand 0.75μ. The largest individuals were 
collected in June， and the smallest individuals 
were collected in December. Most eminent 
variation among the length of diametre is seen 
in the months of May， June and December， 
and they are from 2~2.5μto 4.5~5μin May， 
and from 2~2.5μto 5.5~6.0μ 凶 June， and from 
1.0-1:5μto 3.5-4.0μin December (Fig. 2). 
On the riblike structure， the number of 
individuals in which a value of B/ A shows 4/5 
to 1 is100μin August， though they are seen 
also in May， July and September. The number 
of those in which a value of B/ A shows 1/3 
to 2/3 is 100% in November， and is 75% in 
December， though they are collected also in al 




>. d) "I¥ 、:パ-' ..しき Æ :ê: ~~8 去 ZA 正室 2
~ : B/A=O to 1/4 
1::>:1 : B/A =1/3 to 2/3 
圃圃:B/A=4βω1 
Fig. 3. Monthly variation of value of B/ A of 
Microplankton sp. No. 1 inthe Ditch of Tsuru-
oka Park. (Oct. and Jan. is blanlc) 
(A : a halflength of shorter diametre of plate. 
B: 1巴口gthof th巴ridg巴ofa riblilce structure目)
Valu巴indicatesa percentag巴ofthe number of 
iudividuals inwhich B/ A is0 to1/4， 1/3 to2/3 
and 4/5 to 1 inthe total numb巴r.
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is 82% in March， and is 62% in May (Fig. 3). 
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Microplankton sp. No. 2 This species is enclosed by three or six discs with a 
long and slende1' spine， and is filed with many ellipsoidal， flat and ruth minute 
plates in them (Pl. V， Fig. 37-39). But plates of Fig. 39 has the one circula1' 
indentation. The apex of the spine is divided in two minute branches as is shown 
in Fig. 78. A length of the spine of the individual in Fig 37 is 30μ， and it of the 
one in Fig. 39 is 7.5μ. The individual in Fig. 37 was col1ected in Lake Sakazuki-ko 
only， and the individual in Fig. 39 was col1ected in Lake Katakai-numa. Size of 
disc and spine is shown in Table 8. 
















































Microplankton sp. No. 3 (Pl. V， Fig. 40， 41) : This species has three or several 
comered tape1' spines， the .length of the spine is about 2.5μ. The spine is made of 
1'uth and thin lllembrane. Some of plates a1'e broadly elIipsoidal with one circular 
indentation， a longe1' diametre is about 1μ， a shorte1' diametre about 0.7μ. But many of 
the plat田 arelong-eI1ipsoidal in shape， and a longer diametre is 0.75/"'" and a shorte1' 
diametre about 0.45μ， and many of these smaller plates are encircled by larger 
plates. Especially， on these smal1er plate， the two circular indentations a1'e seen， 
and the p1'oc田seslike a chai1' a1'e also seen between both as is shown in Plate V， 
Fig. 41. A length of the chairlike p1'ocess is about 0.25μ(Fig. 41 a). 
Mic1'oplankton sp. No. 4 : This species is simi1ar to Mic1'oplankton sp. No. 3， 
but a surface of the spine is smooth， a length of the spine is la1'ge1' than Sp. No. 3， 
namely it is about 4 times. And also the ellipsoidal smaller plate has not a chairlike 
p1'ocess， but two circula1' pores a1'e seen as is shown in Fig. 42. 
Mic1'oplankton sp. No. 5 (Pl. V， Fig. 43-46) : This species is solitary， but some-
times may be unite in colony (Fig. 45). This species has a long slender， tape1' and 
hol1ow spine at the cente1' of the disc. Diametre of the disc is 2μin maximum and 
0.6μin minimum and a length of the spine is two 01' four times of the diametre 
of the disc， 01' some individuals show an equal length of the disc (1-7μ). 
It is questionable whethe1' they are f1'agments of the aquatic o1'ganisms 01' vege-
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Tab!e 9. Size of the Disc and Spine of Microplankton sp. No. 5 inthe Ditct) 
of Tsuruoka Park and Arasawa-dam. 
Lakes Diametre of disc Length of sp(μin) e Maximum diametre (μ) of spine (μ) 
Ditch of Tsuruoka Park 1.6 3.7 0.12 
1.67 0.1 
1.73 0.1 
1.73 4.35 0.19 
1.78 5.45 0.17 
1.89 5.8 0.1 
1.89 4.9 0.167. 
1.9 5.3 0.155 
2.0 0.13 
2.07 5.95 0.19 
2.6 7.1 0.25 
Arasawa-dam 0.67 0.07 
0.72 
0.72 0.08 
0.72 1.8 0.09 
0.78 1.45 0.08 
0.835 1.34 0.067 
0.835 
0.89 1.4 0.084 
1.27 4.9 0.1 
1.4 5.7 0.1 
1.53 4.5 0.1 
tative organisms. 
This species is the dominant species at the surface of Arasawa-dam on June 
20th， 1956， and tt.e number of this species is 90% of the total microplankton， and 
is 84% in the total plankton. (Table 3). 
Size of the disc and spine is shown in Table 9. 
Microplankton sp. No. 6 and Sp. No. 7 (P1. V1， Fig. 47， 48) : Both species are 
simi1ar to each other， and may be unite in colony with many discoids and spines， 
but the ellipsoidal plate of Microplankton sp. No. 6 isruth in surface， and the apex 
of spine is forked off in four (P1. IX， Fig. 76)， on the other hand， the plate of Sp. 
No. 7 issmooth in surface， and the apex of spine is forked off in three branches， 
and each branch has a small sting as is shown in Plate IX， Fig. 76， 7. Sp. No. 6 
was collected in the Paddy field and Sp. No. 7 in Arasawa-dam. 
Microplankt?n sp. No. 8 (Pl. V1， Fig. 49) : At the end of spine， there are five 
branches with a thin membrane， and the branches extend toward outerside. This 
speci白 wascollected only in Arasawa-dam. 
Microplankton sp. No. 9 (P1. V1， Fig. 50) : This species is discoid in shape， a 
diametre is from 2.0μto 2.6μ. The proc白sin the center is enveloped with a thin 
membrane， anda length of the proc田sis about 1μ. There are the radial striae from 
the process on the disc. This was collected in the Paddy field only. 
Microplankton sp. No. 10 (P1. V1， Fig. 51) : This species was collected during 
the period from December to April in the ditch of Tsuruoka Park. It seems that 
one cel contains a plotoplasmic substance (Fig. 51， a).The peripheral of也ecel is 
thickend， perhaps according to the folding of the membrane， and the breadth of the 
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Table 10. Size of Microplankton sp. No. 10 
in the Ditch of Tsuruoka Park 




































* Figures indlIcate a mean of diam巴treof 
five micropores. 
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thickend part is 0.1-0.3μ. 
Size of this species in the Ditch is 
shown in Table 10. 
Microplankton sp. No. 11 (Pl. VI， Fig. 52) : This species was collected in August， 
]anuary， and from March to April in the Ditch， and this species was also seen in 
Arasawa-dam. Fonn of this species is e1lipsoidal with wavy structures as is shown 
in Fig. 52. The number of waves is about 3 in 1μ. It is questionable whether 
these are the scale or the individual. Size of this species in the Ditch is shown 
in Table 11. 
Microplankton sp. No. 12 (Pl. VI， Fig. 67) : 
Microplankton sp. No. 13 (Pl.咽， Fig. 68， 69) : 
Microplankton sp. No. 15 (Pl. IX， Fig. 72) : 
Microplankton sp. No. 16. (Pl. L，¥ Fig. 73) : 
These species were collect巴din Arasawa-dam. And Sp. No. 12 and Sp. No. 13 
were collected in the depth of 25 metre， and Sp. No. 15 and Sp. No. 16 were 
col巴ctedin the surface. It seems that these are the fragments or the remains of 
other aquatic living organisms. 
Microplankton sp. No. 14 (Pl. IX， Fig. 70， 71) : Itseems that this species belongs 
to genus Bhizocll1'y.~iH in shape. This species is enclosed by fan-shaped thin membrane 
bearing a long hollow and delicate satae. The number of the satae is about 50 in one 
cell. But it seems to be the colony. A length of the satae is about 23μ， a diametre of 
one cel 01' colony is about 11f1'， This species was collected in Lake Sakazuki-ko only. 
Diatoms sp. No. 1 (Pl. \~， Fig. 53) : Diatoms sp. No. 2 (Pl. VI， Fig. 54) : 
Diatoms sp. No. 3 (Pl. VI， Fig. 55) : Diatoms sp. No. 4 (Pl. Vl， Fig. 56) : 
These four sp巴ciesare similar to the Diatoms. The valve of Sp. No. 1 is long 
ellipsoidal to rhombic， these of Sp. No. 2 and Sp. No. 4 are ovoid in shape， and there 
are transve1'se striae in the vavle of these species， and the stria of Sp. No. 1 are seen 
6 in 1μ. But Sp. No. 3 has the reticular structure， and is ellipsoidal in shape (Fig. 55). 
Esp巴cially，Diatoms sp. No. 1 was collected in the depth of 5 metre in A1'asawa~ 
dam， the number of this species was 53% in the total plankton in that depth in Sep. 
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Table 13. Vertical distribution of Micro-
plankton in Arasawa-dam. 
Figures indicate a percentage of the 
number of microp!ankωn. 
Depth(m) 0 251 5 
Species Date 却/VI'日 14/1'('56 
1I[allo1l1o.削 8Sp. No. 1 2 2 
No. 2 1 
No. 5 ‘ 1 


























Size of Diatoms sp. No. 1 
Arasawa-dam and the Ditch is shown 
in Table 12. 
Distribution : 
The distribution of the microplan-
kton was observed by electron micro-
scope is seen in Table 2. The number of species is the most in the Paddy field， and 
shows 19 species， but 18 species were observed in Arasawa-dam though only one 
part of the sample of this lake was examined. The number of sp巴ciesof the 
microplankton was only 3 in Lake Dokko-numa. 
Vertical distribution of the microplankton in Arasawa-dam is shown in Table 
13. Microplankton sp. No. 5 (Pl. V， Fig. 44) was numerous in the surface， and the 
number of this species was 90% in the total microplankton on June 20th， 1956. And 
Microplankton sp. No. 13 was 45% in the depth of 25 meter， Diatoms sp. No. 1 
53% in the depth of 5 metre on September 4th， 1956. Both number and kinds 
of species of microplankton were different according to the depth of Arasawa-dam 
(0， 5 and 25 metre). 
Seasonal succession and the number of plankton in the Ditch of Tsuruok Park. 
Seasonal succession of plankton in the Ditch of TsuruokaPark during the period 
from 1954 to 1955 are shown in Table 14， and Fig. 4 and 5. 
The number of microplankton is numerous during the period from winter to 
spring， and the maximum number of microplankton was seel1 on February 19th. 
The number of microplankton was 38，283 per cc of water， and this number was 99.9 
% in the total plankton. But the number decreases during the period from July to 
October， and it showed 4.2% 011 July 5th. The period in which the large number of 










Microplankton No. 2 












% of the total number 
of each depth 























Tab!巴 12.Size of Diatoh1s sp. No. 1 inthe 
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Table 14. The seasonal succession of plankton in the Ditch of Tsuruoka Park. 
Figures indicate th巴numberof plankton p巴rcubic c巴ntimetreof water on the surface. 
伽 ieratHiF2~山市lJ13lF~M3 
Mα11033B04JilNNN0o  .1 101 214.2 84 21 
?凶ssp. {No. 6 16.8 
.13 
Sy削67usp.jlNN00..21 67 4.2 
21 
7，761 161 92.4 3，047 15.5 505 285.6 798 495.2 172 252 69.3 
nkton sp. J No. 5 8.2 48.3 2.9 21 
10 
11 4.2 16.8 
Diatoms sp. No. 1 
the other 21 42 4.2 
Total (A) 7，782 161 100.6 3，196.3 18.4 505 306.61，159 617 172 336 111.3 
Diatoms 6.4 5.2 0.4 9 3 1.8 12 33.8 20.6 15.6 127.8 108.2 
Scenedesm1tS 7.2 95.6 8.4 57.2 20.8 7.6 357.8 41.8 114.6 134.2 106.2 67.6 
Pediastrum 0.2 0.8 2.8 3.8 2.2 0.6 0.6 13.6 67.6 28.0 16.0 5.2 
宜百唱。helomonas 189.4 27.6 112.6 28.4 440.4 454.6 212.4 67.2 47.8 0.1 





??? ー ? ?45.7 33.0 
加 t107210(尚 1 42 252 315 798 35.7 226.8 323.4 504 2，709 2，709 84 840 
9回ssp. {No. 6 10.5 63 42 226.8 16.8 21 1，092 
No.13 21 
Sy… 
NO.2 189 1，058.4 283.5 339.2 630 6，615 798 294 21 
315 504 16，8841，071 609 2，476 1，304.136，141 1，74210，647 1，722 
nkton sp. J No. 5 84 2l 105 16.8 415.8 107.1 567 21 126 21 21 
.10 147 16.8 160 71.4 441 651， 252 21 
.11 609 250 37.8 483 3，360 42 21 
Diatoms sp. No. 1 126 
the other 147 21 
Total (A) 441 787.5 17，3882，982 1，761 4，847.3 2，162 38，283 12，62119，131 2，205 903 
Diatoms 37.8 4.81 9.4 9.41 85 5.8 10.8 10.8 9.2 74 396.4 452.1 
Seenedesmus 7.4 4.6 4.8 1.2 5.4 2.0 1.4 1.8 0.7 1 1.6 28 
Pediαslrnm 0.8 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.8 
:l'I'achelomOllGS 0.8 2.2 
Total (B) * 59.3 12.9 19.4 17.4 106.2 32.4 24.4 44 146.3 38 1，364 1，102.4 
MA+B)x100(糾 88.2 開 41 抑制|ω云 .31 98.9 叫 98.899.81ω45.0
* This is the total number of plankton， except the number of microplanktons. 
as is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4， the dominant species was Microplankton sp. No. 
1 on May 11th and December 1st， and Microplankton sp. No. 1， Microplankton sp. 
No. 5 and lJ1.allomonas sp. No. 1 on June 21st， and Microplankton sp" No. 1 and 
Microplankton sp. No. 5 on February 19th， 8yn:，μγαsp. No. 2 on March 11th， and 
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Microplankton sp. No. 11， Microplankton sp. No. 1 and Mallomonas sp. No. 1 on 
March 22nd. In general the maximum occurrance of these microplankton is seen 
from Februarγto March. These microplankton occurs in the season of .low tempe-
rature of water， namely in the period when macroplankton as Tmoh61omoma，~. 
Scenedesnms and Diatoms do not occur. 
Seasonal succession of each species of microplanktons in the ditch of Tsuruoka 
Park is shown in Fig 5. Syηω'a sp. No. 2 and Microplankton sp. No. 10 were only 
collected during the period from late autumn to ear1y spring. But Mollomonas sp. 
No. 1 and Microplankton sp. No. 5 were collected also in summer， though the 
number of individuals was comparatively few. 
The number of microplankton in the lakes at ZaδRegion is shown in Table 3. 
The number ofβlymt1'a sp. No. 3 was 98% in total plankton in Lake Sakazuki-ko， 
and that of Mallomonas sp. No. 2 was about 5% and macro-phytoplankton was 
94% in Lake Dokko-numa. The number of JJiallomo加 ssp. No. 2 and Microplankton 
sp. No.4 was 26% each， and that of the macro-phytoplankton was 36% in Lake 
Katakai-numa. 
Fig. 4. The seasonal succession of plankton in the Ditch of Tsuruoka Park. 
Value indicates a cube rot of the numb巴rof plankωn per c of water. 
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Micro-plankton sp. No. 1 
~ Individuul伽 tB/A iリトl
Mallomonas sp. NO. t 
Synura sp. No. 2 
Micro-plankton sp. No. 5 
rvlicro-plankton sp. No. 10 
Micro-plankton叩 Noφ11
XI XI lV 
195， 
Fig. 5. The seasonal succession of each species in the Ditch of Tsuruoka Park. 
Value indicates a cube root of th巴numberof plankton per c of water. 
G側、eralconsideration 
1. Morphological characteristic structure of microplankton. 
Genus Mallomo附 r.g: 
131 
G. M. SMITH (1950) studied on Mallornollas and says that the solitmy free-
swimming cells of this chrysomonad are readily distinguishable from other unifla-
gel¥ate OMysomonadales by their larger size and by the si1ceous plat同 manyof 
which bear a single， long si1ceous spine， upon the surface of the protoplast. The 
cel¥s are usually greater in length than in breadth， and either cylindrical， elliptical， 
ovoid， or fusiform in shape. The periplast is firm， though slightly elastic， and is 
covered with si1ceous scales. According to the species， the small over1apping scales 
are circular， el1ipsoidal， oval， or polygonal in shape and transversely， diagonally， or 
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somewnat irregularly arranged. 1n some species， al the scales， in other sp配les
only the terminal scal白， have a single long si1ceous spine eccentrically inserted on 
the outer surface of the scale. Some species have denticulate si1ceous spin白 at
anterior and posterior ends. But . he did not describe on minute structure of出e
scale of 1I1allomonas. 1 have studied on minute structure of the scale and found out 
many characteristic feat町田 ofthe scale， which 1 wi1 explain hereafter. 
Twelve species belonging to JJiallomonas are known in U. S. A. (SMITH， 1950)， 
but 1 have found out 16 kinds of scales. And their fine structure and the arrange-
ment is defferent from each other， and this fact seems essential to也ec1assification 
of genus Mallomonas. Each scale has many micro-pore， and such a pore of出e
scale seems useful to contact between the plotoplast and the surrounding water as 
in the case of Diatoms. 
It may be considered that the number of stings of a short spine is different 
according to temperature and specific gravity of the surrounding water as in the 
case of Cerati・'wn，but exact reason is not yet c1ear. 
It seems tome出atthe so1id spine can not move， therefore， itmay not be the 
motile organ but useful for floating of the body. 
Genus Synu?'a : G. M. SMITH (1950) says that仕lefirm periplast of the cel is 
covered with siliceous scales that are spiral1y arranged， but he did not describe 01 
the minute structure of the scale. According to my observation， forms of the scale of 
SynU1"αare also different according to sp配 i白. Gradual development of the tubular 
process and出atof form of the scale are shown in Plate N， Fig. 34-36. And the 
early form of the scale is elongated oval (Fig. 34， 35)， but this form changes grad-
ual1y and becomes ovoid as is seen in Fig. 36， and at the same time， the length of 
tubular pr配 essalso increases gradually. But the characteristic fine structure scarcely 
changes. Perhaps， the scale wi1 be able to 1ive individual1y， and such a solitary 
scale may grow up and reach the stage as is ShOW11 in Fig. 36， then these scales 
unite each other and form a colony. And in such a colony， the plotoplast may 
unite together and the scales may arrange coveri11g the body_ 
Microplankton sp. No. 1 : A maximum∞currance of this sp配 ieswas observed 
in February， and its period was five weeks ear1ier than that of Diatoms in the 
Ditch of Tsuruoka Park. As mentio11巴dabove such a microplankton shows seasonal 
succession and the largest number 
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3， itis conside1'ed that minute indiviclua1s are produced both in June and Decembe1'. 
As fo1' the 1ength of the rib1ike st1'uctu1'e， itis a1so seen that the 1a1'ge1' the size is， 
the 10nge1' the 1'ib1ike structu1'e in gene1'al. 
Micl'op1ankton sp. No. 2 : This species is encirc1ed by discs with a 10ng spine 
in which has many minute p1ates， and the fine st1'uctu1'e of them may be di丘e1'ent
accol'ding to species. And a1so the fine structu1'e of othe1' mic1'op1ankton was obse1'ved 
as is shown in Plate目， V， VトThesefine structu1'es are to be obse1'ved by e1ect1'on 
microscope on1y (Plate and Fig. 6). 
It is questionab1e that whethe1' these minute p1ates of Micl'op1ankton sp. No. 2， 
Sp. No. 3 and Sp. No. 4 at'e discolith 01' autospo1'e and others， b配ausecollectioning 
of wate1' was done on1y once in August in the 1akes at the ZaδRegion. 
Acco1'ding to distribution and numbe1' of microp1anktons， itmay be conside1'ed 
that S抑制'asp. No. 3 in Lake SakazukHm， Microplankton sp. No. 2 in Lake Dokko-
numa and Mic1'op1ankton sp. No. 5 in Arasawa-dam occu1' in o1igot1'ophic lakes in 
mountainous a1'eas in gene1'al， and a1so Microplankton sp. No. 1 in the Ditch of 
Turuoka Pa1'k and Lake Masubuchi-numa occu1' in eut1'ophic lakes 01' ponds. 
2. Importance of the Microplankton as a producer. 
Metabolism in the community o1'ganisation is well studied by Allee and othe1's 
(1950). And productivities and biologica1 efficiencies in the who1e community in the 
1ake is studied by Lindeman (1942) and Juday (1940). 
Acco1'ding to Lindeman (1942)， p1'oductivity of sola1' radiation is 118，872 (g-call 
cm2fyea1') and that of photosynthetic plants is 11l.3 (g-cal/cm2/year) and therefo1'e 
the bio10gical efficiency is 0.10%. Here， 1 wish to consider on photosynthetic plants， 
namely， what kinds of plant were calculated as photosynthetic p1ants by Lindeman. 
The1'e is no doubt that phytoplankton iscalculated as photosynthetic plants， but 1 
suppose that he does not calcu1ate microplankton as so1itarγ lI1allomonas， Synu1'日
and other microplankton which are only obse1'vab1e by E1配 tronMic1'oscope. 
According to the p1'esent studies， such a mic1'oplankton is very l1umerous and 
the numbe1' of individuals in winter is 100 to 1，000 timesand in warme1' season 1/20 
to 20 times of the number of individua1s of the common phytop1ankton which can 
be observed by optica1 mic1'oscope (Table 14). Therefore， itcan be said that p1'oduc-
tivity of the photosynthetic plants may increase than the va1ue which wascalculated 
by Lindeman. 
At any 1'ate， we must notice on the importance of microplankton as a produce1' 
in the communities in the lake. Namely， Microplankton sp. No. 
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since November 1955. But phytoplankton was observed in June， 1956， and about 87% 
of the total number of planktons was Microplankton sp. No. 5. Therefore， 'itseems 
to me that electron microscopical living organisms such as Microplankton sp. No. 5 
are reproduced earlier than other planktons， and serve as the first producer in the 
artificial lake. 
At any rate， itseems to me that the present paper is the first one concerning to 
the studies on el伐 tronmicroscopical planktons， therefore， there are many uncomplete 
parts of studies and so 1 wish to continue on this subject. 1 should be very glad， if
you would give me your kind guidance to my studies. Any materials and suggestions 
to be shown to me wil1 be warmly appreciated from the very bottom of my heart. 
In laying down my pen， 1 wish to expr田smy sincere thanks to Prof. Dr. 
NoboruABE for the kindness with which he ever guided me on al1 my studies. My 
gratitude isalso due to Prof. Dr. Isao MOTOMURA， Prof. Dr. Takeo IMAI， Prof. Dr. 
Arika KIMURA of Tδhoku University， and Prof. Dr. EishirδSAWANO， Prof. Dr. Shingo 
NAKAZA w A ofYamagata University for their invaluable suggestions. 1 owe my thanks 
also to Mr. Yoriaki NAGAHAMA of Japan Electron Optic Laboratory for his help in 
preparing samples， and to Mr. YasugorδHAYASAKA of Tsuruoka North High School 
for giving me the chance of collectioning at the ZaδRegion. 
Summary 
1 observed on the fine structure and the number of Genera Mallo1lonas， Symwa 
and other Microplankton in fresh-water in Tsuruoka district and in the lakes at Zaδ 
Region， namely， the ditch of Tsuruoka Park， Paddy field at Tsuruoka， Arasawa-dam， 
Lake Masubuchi-numa， and Lake Sakazuld-ko， Lake Dokko-numa， Lake Katakai-
numa， and also on the seasonal succ田sionof microplankton in the ditch of Tsuruoka 
Park during the period from May， 1954 to ApriI， 1955 by el配 tronmicroscope. 
1. The number of col配tedsp配i白 ofmicroplankton is 41 sp配i白 intotal， namely， 
17 sp配 iesbelong to genus Mallomo問、 4sp配 iesto genus Synura.， 16. sp配 iesto 
Microplankton， and 4 species to Diatoms (Table 2). 
2. Genus lI1.allornonas ; The sp配iesof this genus is enclosed by many siliceous 
scales， and the number of the scales of one cel1 is 100 to 200 01' over. The form of 
the scale is ellipsoidal， ovoid and rhomboid， and has many mic1'opore al over. Some 
or al1 of the scales of anterior portion of the body have a single solid spine. And 
these scal白 havea chamber at front edge， and the basal end of spine inserts into 
the chamber， and the form of basal end of the spine is cuneiform with one trian-
gular sting. The spine has one or several stings from central portion to apical end. 
Form， fine structure and arrangement of the scale are di任erentaccording to sp配 ies，
which the fact seems to be very important to classification of this genus (Table 4， 
5， Plate 1， l). 
3. Genus Symwa ; Form of the scale of Synm・'ais similar to the racket of tennis， 
and the scale consists of discoid and a tubular process. The form of the discoidal 
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plate is ovoid， and has many micropore. The tubular process sticks to plate with 
the angle of about 400 • Metamorphosis of scale of Sp. No. 4 was observed on the 
form of oval plate and length of tubular process. The fine st1'ucture of oval plate 
is different according to species. The number of Sp. No. 3 was 98% in the total 
plankton at surface of Lake Sakazul王i-koon Aug. 1st， 1957 (Table 6. Plate N). 
4. Microplankton : Sp. No. 1 isellipsoidal in shape， and the body consists of a 
fusiformic cel chambe1' at center of the plate and riblike structure， and has many 
micropores al over the plate and one oral pore at ventral side. (Fig. 1) 
Sp. No. 2 and Sp. No. 3 and Sp. No. 4 are similar to each other. These species 
are enc10sed by three 01' six (Sp. No. 2) 01' over (Sp. No. 3) discs with a spine， and 
many minute ellipsoidal plate are filed within them. The fine structure of these 
minute plate is di任erentacco1'ding to species. 
Sp. No. 5 has a long slender， taper and hollow spine at tnじ centerof the disc. 
And this was the dominant speci田 atthe :surface of Arasawa-dam on June 20th 
1956， and the number of this sp配 ieswas 90% of the total microplankton，and was 
84% of the total plankton in this lake. 
And othe1' microplanktons of 11 species were colleted (Table 7~11. Fig. 1~3. 
Plate. m， v， VI). 
5. Diatoms : Sp. No. 2 and Sp. No. 4 are similar to Diatoms though they have 
not mic1'opore on the valve. Sp. No. 3 has the 1'eticular st1'uctu1'e on the valve 
(Table 12， Plate. VI， VIl). 
And fine structures of the scale of 1J1111omol1as and 8)/1川町 andof many Mic1'o-
plankton and Diatoms are able to be observed by electron microscope only (Plate 
and Fig. 6). 
6. Seasonal succession of microplankton in the ditch of Tsuruoka Parl王 du1'ing
the period f1'om May， 1954 to April， 1955 is shown in Table 14， Fig. 4， 5. 
The number of microplankton is numerous during the period from winter to 
sp1'ing， and the maximum number of microplankton was seen on February 19th. 
And the maximum number of each species (11 species) was also seen during the 
period f1'om February to March. A period of the maximum occur1'ance of these 
microplankton is three to five weeks ear1ier than that of Diatoms in this ditch. But 
the number of them decreases du1'ing仕leperiod from July to Octobe1'， and it showed 
4.2% on July 5th， though the numbe1' was 99.9% in total plankton on Feb1'uary 
19th in this ditch. 
A reason of the prev 
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plankton sp. No. 1 may occur in eutrophic lakes orponds in general (Table 2， 3).
8. These microplankton in the ditch of Tsuruoka Park are vely numerous and 
the number of individuals is 1 to 1，000 times the number of i，ndividuals of the 
common phytoplankton which can be observed by optical microscope. Therefore， it
can be said that productivity of the photosynthetic plants may increase more than 
the value which was calculated by Lindeman. 
It is considered that theseelectron microscopical microplankton are important 
as a producer in the lake. 
9. The lake of Arasawa-dam was artificially made and water has b巴enreserved 
since Nov. 1955. But in June 1956， about 87% of the total number of planktons was 
Microplankton sp. No. 5， Therefore， itseems to me that electron microscopical 
Microplankton sp. No. 5 are reproduced earlier than other planktons and serve as 
the first producer in the artificial lake (.Table 3， 13). 
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属し 4種はシヌラ属，16種は ミクロプラ ンクトンに 4種は珪藻類に属していると考え
られる.そして，これらの種の分布は，第2J受に示してある .
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(PI. n， Fig. 11， 12， 13).しかし，微細構造は変化しない.マロモナス属は，鱗片の微細
構造及び配列の様子は種によって異っているらしく，このことはこの属の分類に重要であ








ンの出現数の98%が採集された (Table6， Plate N). 
3. ミクロプランクトンについて.これには所属の不明なものを一括した.




の種は鶴岡市公園堀で多数採集された (Table7， Fig. 1， 2， 3， Plate.目).
Sp. No. 2， Sp. No. 3， Sp. No. 4は， 構造や形態が類似し居る. Sp. NO.2は3ケ或










4. :1'藻類について.非常に微小なもので 4種に分類されたが， Sp. No. 3を除いては，
殻耐に放射状の条棋があるが， Sp. No. 3は美しい網状構造がみられた.しかし，これら
の殻耐には一般の大形珪藻類にみられる微小孔はみられない.中でも Sp.No. 3は，荒沢







この期間は，他のプランクトン総数の98%から 99.9ガの値を示す.しかし 7月から 9月
の聞は少くなり， 7月5日はプランクトン総数の4.2%となる .最大出現の時期は2月19a
で，プランクトン総数の 99.9%を占める.これら公園堀のミクロプランクトンは， 2月か




より大形のプランクトンの食物となるものであるとも考えられる (Table14， Fig. 4， 5).
7. ミクロプランクトンの分布や出現量から考えて，シヌラ sp.No. 3， ミク ロプラン
クトン sp.No. 3或は sp.No. 5は，山地の貧栄養的な湖沼に多く ，ミク ロプラ ンクト








云うことが出来る (Table14， Fig. 4). 
9.荒沢ダムの表面から1956年6月に採集した試料を観察したところ，当グムが1955年
11月に貯水されたばかりであるのに，採集された会プランク トンの数の87%がミクロプラ
ンクトン sp.No. 5であった.かかる人造湖では，この様な電子顕微鏡的なプラ ンクトン
が，他のプランクトンより早い時期に出現し，第1次生産者となるものであろうと恩われ
る (Table3， 13). 
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Fig. 6. Maltomonas and other plal1kton by Optical Microscope. 
1 Mallomonas sp. No. 2 cf. Mallomonas pl'odwta IWANoFF. 
(Sakazuki-ko) (Plate. 1， Fig. 3， 4)
2 Mallomonas sp. No. 2 cf. lJlallomonas producta IWANoFF. 
(Katakai-numa) (Plate. 1， Fig. 3， 4)
3 lJiallomonas sp. No. 5. (Dokko-numa) (Plate. l， Fig. 9~ 13) 
4 Scales and Spine of JJiallomonαs. (Dtich) (Plate. 1， Fig. 1， 2 or 14) 
5 Microplankton sp. No. 1. (Ditch) (Plate. m) 
6 Sγnw'αsp. No. 2 ? (Ditch) (Plate. N， Fig. 25 or 26) 
7 Microplal1ktol1 sp. No. 4. (Katakai-l1uma) .(Plat<;!. V， Fig. 42) 
8， 10 Microplankton sp. No. 2. (Katakai-numa， Sakazukト1m)
(Plate. V， Fig. 37 or 39) 
9 Microplankton sp. No. 14 cf. Rhizoch1'ysis sp. (Sakazuki-ko) 
(Plate. Vl1I， Fig. 70， 71) 
9， 10・ H ・.....・・・・・・・・・・・・・Scale.a 
1， 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， 7， 8・・・・・・Scale.b 




Plate. 卜 GenusMalIomonas 
Fig. 1， Mallomonas sp. No. 1 (Ditch) 
Fig. 2， Scales of Sp. No. 1 
Fig. 3， MaUomonas sp. No. 2 (Sakazukトko)
Fig. 4， Scales of Sp. No. 2 
Fig. 5， Mal1omonas sp. No. 3 (Paddy fi巴ld)
Fig. 6， Scale of Sp. No. 3 
Fig. 7， Mallomonas sp. No. 4 (Ditch) 
Fig. 8， Scal巴ofSp. No. 4 
Plate. H. Genus Mallomonas 
Fig. 9， Mal1omonas sp. No. 5 (Dokko-numa) 
Fig. 10， Dark field image of Sp. No. 5 
Fig. 11， Scales with a chamb巴rfor the spin巴atanterior partion of Sp. No. 5 
Fig. 12， Scales at middle portion 
Fig. 13， Scales at posterior portion 
Fig. 14， Scale of Mallomonas sp. No. 6 (Ditch) 
Fig. 15， Scales and spines of Mallomonas sp. No. 7 (Paddy field) 
Fig. 16， Scales and spine of MalIomonas sp. No. 8 (Arasawa-dam) 
Plate m. Microplankton sp. No. 1， inthe Ditch 
Fig. 17， Colony of Mkroplankton sp. No. 1 (Feb. 3rd， 1955) 
Fig. 18， lndividuals that have not a riblike structure (March 22th， '5) 
Fig. 19， Individuals with a riblike structure of medium degree (Feb. 3rd， '5) 
Fig. 20， Individuals with a riblike structure of medium degree， but each ridges are unequal. 
(March 22th， '5) 
Fig. 21， Individuals that a riblike structure is completeness， and has a trianglar process. (Aug. 
6th， '54) 
Fig. 22， Individnals on June 21st， 1955 
Fig. 23， Alminium shadow巴dfigur巴atabout 450 • The dorsal side. 
Fig. 24， The ventral side. 
Plate IV. cf. Genus Synura 
Fig. 25， Scales of Synura sp. No. 1 (Ditch) (Aug. 23rd， 1954) 
Fig. 26， ScaJes of Synura sp. No. 2 (Ditch) (Dec. 18th， '54) 
Fig. 27， Alminium shadowed figure at about 45・.of Scale of Sp. No. 2 
Fig. 28， Scale of Synura sp. No. 1 at early days. 
Fig. 29， Scales of Synura sp. No. 3 (SakazukHw) 
Fig. 30， A side-view of scal巴ofSp. No. 3 
Fig. 31， Scales that has not a tubuJar pr∞ess 
Fig. 32， Scal巴ofSp. No. 3 in Arasa¥"a-dam 
Fig. 33， Scale of Synllra sp. No. 3 at early days ? (Paddy field) (Aug. 10th， '54) 
Fig. 34， Colony and scales of Synura Sp. No. 4 (Paddy field) (Sep. 6th， '54) 
Fig. 35， Scales at early days 
Fig. 36， Scale of Sp. No. 4 that grew up enough (Paddy fieJd) (Jun巴21th，'54) 
Plate V. Micro-plankton 
Fig. 37， Microplankton sp. No. 2 (Sakazukトko)
Fig. 38， El1iptical plates of Sp. No. 2 
Fig. 39， Microplankton sp. No. 2. This species has elliptical plates with elliptical indentation， 
(it may be di旺erentspecie3 from Fig. 37.) 
Fig. 40， Microplankton sp. No. 3 (Katakai-numa) 
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Fig. 41， Minut巴platesof Sp. No. 3. a，'side view， 
Fig. 42， Microplankton sp. No. 4 (Katakai-numa) 
Fig. 43-46， Microplankton sp. No. 5 
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Fi耳.43， (Ditch)， Fig. 44， (A1'asawa-dam)， Fig. 45， Colony (?) of Sp. No. 5 (Arasawa-dam)， 
. Fig. 46， (Paddy field) 
Platc ¥'1. Micro-plankton and Diatoms 
Fig. 47， Microplankton sp. No. 6， colony or scales， and spines of this species. (Paddy fie1d) 
Fig. 48， Microplankton sp. No. 7， colony or scales， and spine. (Arasawa-dam) 
Fig. 49， Microplankton sp. No. 8 (Arasawa-dam) 
Fig. 50， Microplankton sp. No. 9 (Paddy field) 
ドig.51， Microplankton sp. No. 10， scales or individuals (Ditch) 
Fig. 52， Microplankton sp. No. 11， scales ? (Ditch) 
Fig. 53， Diatoms sp. No. 1 (Arasawa-dam) 
Fig. 54， Diatoms sp. No. 2 
PI<lte 1'1卜Diatomsand Scale of Mallomonas 
Fig. 55， Diatoms sp. No. 3 (paddy field) 
Fig. 56， Diatoms sp. No. 4 (Paddy field) 
Iぺg.57， Scale 01' statospore of Mal1omonas (Katakai-numa) 
Fig. 58， Scale of Mallomonas sp. No. 8 (Katakai一numa)
Fig. 59， Scale of Mal1omonas sp. No. 9 (Paddy field) 
Fig. 60， Scale of Mallomonas sp. No. 10 (Paddy field) 
Fig. 61， Scale of Ma¥lomonas sp. No. 11 (Paddy field) 
Fig. 62， S四 leof Mailomonas sp. No. 12 (Ditch) 
Fig. 63， Scale of Ma¥lomonas sp. No. 13 (Paddy field) 
Plate vm. 
Fig. 64， Scale of Mal1omonas sp. No. 14 (Paddy fi巴ld)
Fig. 65， Scale of Mallomonas sp. No. 15 (Paddy field) 
Fig. 66， Scal巴ofMallomonas sp. No. 16 (Paddy field) 
Fig. 67， Microplankton sp. No. 12 (Arasawa-dam) 
ドig.68， 69， Microplankton sp. No. 13 (Arasawa-dam) 
Fig. 70， Microplankton sp. No. 14， cf.Rhizochrysis sp. (Sakazuki-ko) 
Fig. 71， Basal port1on of spine of Sp. No. 14 (Fig. 70) 
Plate IX. Mic1'oplankton and Spine 
Fig. 72， Microplankton sp. No. 15 (A1'asawa-dam) 
Fig. 73， Microplankton sp. No. 16 (A1'asawa-dam) 
Fig. 74， Spines of Mic1'oplankton sp. No. 4 (PI. V， Fig. 42) 
Fig. 75， Spine of Microplankton sp. No. 3 (PI. V， Fig. 40) 
Fig. 76， Spines of Mic1'oplankton sp.No. 6 (PI. VI， Fig. 47) 
ドig.77， Apical portion of spine of Microplankton sp. No. 7 (PI. VI， Fig. 48) 
Fig. 78， Apical portion of spine of Microplankton sp. No. 2 (Pl. V， Fig. 39) 
Fig. 79， Scales and Microplanktons in the Ditch of Tsuruoka Park on Feb. 19th， 1955 
I'latc X. Spine of Mallomonas 
Fig. 80， Long spine of Mallomonas sp. No. 2 (dark field image) (PI. 1， Fig. 3) 
Fi民・ 81，do. 
ドig.82， Short spines of Sp. No. 2 
Fig. 83， Short spines of Sp. No. 5 (PI. l， Fig. 9)
Fig. 84， Spin巴ofMallomonas sp. No. 3 (PI. 1， Fig. 5) 
Fig. 85， Short spine of MaJlomonas sp. No. 7 (PI. 1， Fig. 15) 
Fig. 86， 87， 88， 89， Spine of MalIomonas spp. 
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